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Ronald L. Webster, Ph.D. is president of Hollins Communications Research Institute (HCRI – www.stuttering.org),
a national research center he founded in 1972 to investigate stuttering and develop new treatment
approaches. Stuttering impacts three million people in the U.S. and 66 million people globally, according to the
National Institute on Deafness and other Communications Disorders.
Dr. Webster is also a licensed clinical psychologist in the Commonwealth of Virginia and Professor of Psychology
Emeritus at Hollins University. He serves as an adviser on the application of learning principles to training, as
well as a reviewer, featured speaker and researcher.
He trained clinicians from Israel, Holland, Canada, England, and China in the delivery of stuttering therapy. Dr.
Webster consulted in the Middle East and Holland, and lectured in England, China, Belgium, and Canada. Based
on the inherent, physical connection between hearing and speech, Dr. Webster also founded The Hearing
Center at HCRI in 1992. This nonprofit center provides people with in-depth hearing assessments and
technologically advanced hearing solutions to enhance their quality of life.
Transforming Lives Through Fluency
Dr. Webster and the HCRI team invented the concept of comprehensive behavioral stuttering therapy after
demonstrating that stuttering is a physically based phenomenon. This scientifically based discovery introduced
a dramatically new way of thinking about stuttering and treating the misunderstood condition.
Since introducing the first behavioral therapy program 40 years ago, Dr. Webster and HCRI researchers have
continued to innovate and transform stuttering therapy by developing specialized electronics, computer
software programs, quantitative speech measurement tools, detailed clinician training protocols, and
technologically advanced therapy tools, including a “therapist in your pocket” app. U.S. patents have been
awarded to Webster’s HCRI for some of these stuttering therapy innovations.
Research and Published Work
HCRI's research has been supported by grants from the National Institutes of Mental Health, National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development, U.S. Department of Education, J.M. Milbank Foundation, Phillip
Morris International, and Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation. In addition, Dr. Webster’s HCRI partnered with
the National Institute for Deafness and Other Communication Disorders on a pioneering study on genetics and
stuttering, the results of which were published in the New England Journal of Medicine.
Dr. Webster authored an inspirational children’s story book on stuttering, “Katie: The Little Girl Who Stuttered
and Then Learned to Speak Fluently.” He also authored a comprehensive book about stuttering, “From
Stuttering to Fluent Speech, 6,300 Cases Later: Unlocking Muscle Mischief.”
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Appealing to people who stutter, parents of children who stutter, and speech and language professionals, this
book provides new perspectives into stuttering and discusses the latest discoveries and technological
advancements that enhance fluency outcomes.
Dr. Webster has written dozens of stuttering articles and book chapters throughout his career that have
appeared in the Journal of Speech and Hearing Research, Journal of Fluency Disorders, Journal of Abnormal
Psychology, and others.
Media Expert on Stuttering
Dr. Webster has appeared multiple times on national morning shows, as well as other network broadcast
programs. In addition, his work and therapy program have been the subject of coverage in national, regional
and local print media, as well as across the internet.








Good Morning America
Today Show
CBS This Morning
How’d They Do That?
20/20
Nightline
TLC









New York Times
Sports Illustrated
Parade
Wall Street Journal
Newsweek
Ladies Home Journal
Family Health









Washington Post
Scientific American
People Magazine
Prevention
Woman’s Day
The New Yorker
U.S. News & World Report

Special Recognition





Dr. Webster and HCRI were recognized by Virginia Business magazine for its 40-year track record of
innovation.
The Virginia General Assembly unanimously passed a house joint resolution commending HCRI for its
groundbreaking research and therapy innovation.
HCRI’s stuttering treatment program was the distinguished recipient of the First Award for Scientific Merit
at a national competition hosted by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
Dr. Webster, who is also a licensed clinical psychologist, received the Outstanding Contributions in the
Application of Psychology award from the Virginia Psychological Association.

Education
B. A., 1959, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Major in psychology.
M. A., 1962, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Major in experimental psychology.
Ph.D., 1964, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Major in experimental psychology.
Professional and Honorary Societies




American Psychological Association
Sigma Xi
Virginia Psychological Association
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FROM STUTTERING TO FLUENT
SPEECH IN 12 DAYS
National stuttering expert and clinical psychologist
Dr. Ron Webster uses science and invented new
technology to help stutterers achieve lasting fluency.
Therapy helped TV journalist John Stossel and 1,000s of others.
6,500 Clients | 93% Success Rate | Dramatic Before-and-After Videos

Why Focus on Stuttering?

Dr. Ron Webster

There are three million people across the U.S. and 66 million worldwide who
stutter. These individuals face daily communication challenges and harsh
limitations – in the classroom, in the workplace and in social settings. Traditional
speech therapies do little to help people who stutter. That’s why Dr. Webster
founded Hollins Communications Research Institute (HCRI) in 1972 to research
stuttering and develop new ways to treat it that produce lasting results.

What People Say about HCRI

HCRI Therapy Results

“Nothing helped me until I got to this place…”
John Stossel, Fox Business News

“I’ve often thought what my life would be like
without HCRI. The therapy and ongoing support
have made a remarkable difference for me.”

93%
achieve fluency in 12 days

70-75%
maintain lasting fluency

95%

J. P, U.S. Secret Service

Founder and President
Hollins Communications Research Institute
www.DrRonWebster.com

Award-winning clinical psychologist Dr. Ron
Webster leads a national research and
treatment program on stuttering at HCRI.
He is recognized worldwide for inventing
modern, behavioral stuttering therapy,
which delivers unmatched fluency
outcomes.
His ongoing stuttering therapy innovations
and technology make fluency easier to learn
and maintain. 6,500 people from 50
countries have come to HCRI for lifechanging stuttering treatment.

“Without HCRI, I could not talk effectively to my
clients or make an impact in court.”

have more confidence

C. Missiaen, Public Defender

improve career options

Media Experience

91%

Network Morning Talk Shows
Network Evening News Programs
National Newspapers
Science Publications
National News Magazines

“HCRI therapy gave me tools and confidence to
advance my career and help my students excel.”
G.Rosario, High School Educator

79%

are happier & more satisfied

STORY IDEAS
 How Stutterers Can Achieve Fluent Speech in 12 Days
 3 Beliefs about Stuttering and the Damage They Cause
 Why Stutterers Can Sing, but They Can't Speak Fluently
 5 Parenting Dos and Don’ts if Your Child Stutters
 Why Stuttering Therapy in Our Schools Doesn’t Help Kids

CONTACT DR. WEBSTER
540-265-5666
private line

540-520-7851
mobile

webster5@mac.com

 How HCRI Uses Technology and an iPhone App to Treat Stuttering

Hollins Communications Research Institute
7851 Enon Dr., Roanoke, VA 24019

 What You Need to Know about Stuttering – Shattering the Myths

www.DrRonWebster.com

Dr. Ron Webster

Transforming the Lives of People who Stutter

INNOVATIONS
Dr. Ron Webster is recognized as a leader and pioneer in stuttering research and therapy
innovation. He and his team have an ever-growing list of distinguishing "firsts."
Background

HCRI Stuttering Therapy Innovations

Dr. Ron Webster founded Hollins Communications
Research Institute (HCRI) in 1972 to research stuttering
and develop new, treatment solutions. He recognized
that traditional stuttering therapies have done little
throughout history to help people become fluent for the
long term. And, he understood why.

Dr. Webster and his HCRI team were the first to…
 Research and define specific speech muscle behaviors
called “targets,” which replace distorted muscle
activities that produce stuttering
 Invent the concept of behavioral stuttering therapy
that works with all stuttering types and severities.
HCRI’s behavioral stuttering therapy, now in its third
generation, delivers among the highest fluency
outcomes ever reported.
 Invent and patent the Voice Monitor, a real-time,
computer-based speech measurement and feedback
system. The Voice Monitor makes fluency-skill
learning more exacting for clients and increases
clinical efficiency by 500%.
 Use electronics and computers in therapy to make
learning new speech-muscle behaviors easier and
more precise
 Incorporate systematic, quality-control procedures
into the therapy process to optimize fluency outcomes
 Change the clinician’s role in therapy to serve as an
instructor, rather than a counselor, through training
protocols that foster client self-reliance and self-control
 Introduce the first web-based home practice tool,
Fluency Net, that reinforces skills learned in therapy
 Build a stuttering therapy system using a web-based
platform, which offers the capability to expand access
to quality-controlled therapy around the world
 Develop an iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch app that serves as
a “clinician in your pocket,” providing real-time speech
feedback to stuttering therapy clients, helping them
practice and stabilize newly acquired fluency skills
 Create a training program exclusively for HCRI
stuttering therapy clinicians to ensure consistent,
results-based therapy delivery. This rigorous 500-hour
program surpasses any available professional training
or certification in the field.
 Launch a monthly video series called Clinician’s
Corner, which features advice by HCRI’s clinical team
to help clients preserve fluency skills post therapy
 Invent the first Speech Microscope that quantifies
physical details in speech signals. With development
continuing, the Speech Microscope offers the
potential to change how speech is conceptualized and
measured, while adding greater precision to therapy.

Stuttering is ignored and misunderstood by many
clinicians, academics and health organizations. Few
resources are directed toward stuttering research. Yet,
the condition inhibits social growth, hampers education
and career aspirations, and can produce emotional scars
that last a lifetime. With the status quo, people who
stutter are left to wander through a maze of
misinformation, inadequate therapies, and a public that
laughs at them – and sometimes shuns them.

Changing the Landscape
Dr. Webster set out to change the state of stuttering
therapy. In the early 1970’s, he and his HCRI team
conducted extensive research and found that
stuttering is physically based, dispelling long-standing
notions that stuttering is caused by emotional or
mental issues.
These findings set in motion a chain of unprecedented
events that continue to change how stuttering is
viewed and treated today.

The Impact
HCRI’s ongoing research, therapy enhancements, and
new treatment technologies make the learning of lasting
fluency skills possible for the vast majority of people who
stutter. Webster’s Institute has treated 6,500 people
from across the U.S. and 50 countries with the following
results.


93% of participants acquire fluency by the end of
their 12-day stuttering therapy program.



70-75% retain fluency when evaluated one and two
years post therapy.



79% say HCRI improved their career options.



67% say HCRI enabled them to increase earnings.
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Dr. Ron Webster
President and Founder
Hollins Communications Research Institute

What People Say about HCRI Stuttering Therapy
More than 6,500 people who stutter from across the U.S. and 50 countries have come to Dr. Ron
Webster’s nonprofit Hollins Communications Research Institute (HCRI) for stuttering therapy. Clients
represent all walks of life and include broadcasters, athletes, teachers, students, doctors, actors,
engineers, military personnel, business professionals, police officers, a Supreme Court nominee, and
even royalty.
“Nothing helped me until I got to
this place – Hollins
Communications Research
Institute.”
John Stossel
Broadcast Journalist
News Anchor
Fox Business News

“Without HCR therapy, I could
not talk to my clients or be
effective in court. There are still
times when I stumble on words;
but, HCRI’s tools help me get
through that.”
Christopher Missiaen
Public Defender

“HCRI’s treatment gave me the
tools and confidence to advance
my career and become more
involved in helping students
excel.”
Gladys Rosario
High School Educator

“I’ve often thought what my life
would be like without HCRI… The
stuttering therapy has made a
remarkable difference.”
J. P.
U.S. Secret Service

“I stuttered 85% of the time
[before therapy.]. HCRI has
changed my life. I feel like a
butterfly that has been let out of
the cocoon.”
Annie Glenn
Wife of Astronaut and Senator John Glenn

“After HCRI therapy I was able to
excel through the ranks of a global
corporation.”
Sander Flaum
Managing Partner & CEO
Flaum Partners
Chairman
Fordham Leadership Forum

“HCRI's stuttering therapy was
hard work but extremely worth it.
The technology and tools made a
huge difference.”
Kevin McAlpin
Student

“HCRI stuttering treatment was
different than anything else I
had tried. I experienced a
dramatic increase in my fluency.
The therapy did its job.”
Alan Tonelson
American Economist
U.S. Business & Industry Council

“Learning to speak fluently
whenever and wherever I
choose has changed my life.
HCRI stuttering therapy has
made a remarkable difference
in what I can do every day.”
Shannon Taylor
Marketing
DuPont Spruance

With HCRI therapy, Finally I am
able to talk fluently, have
conversations on the phone and
express myself… I gained selfconfidence and feel good about
myself.”
Larry Paul
Purchasing Agent
Moog, Inc.

After HCRI, I landed a new job with
greater responsibility… I have
more self-assurance and can
comfortably talk in front of
people. Hollins provides a great
program.”
Anthony Sturges
Chief Operating Officer
Aurora Public Schools

“Without HCRI stuttering
therapy, I would have had a
different trajectory in life. I am
thankful for the doors that
fluency has opened for me.”
William Denny
Attorney
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